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Not sure about the meaning of â€œcurtilage?â€• Want to find out what â€œpro hac viceâ€• entails?

The perfect study aid for law students and the ideal quick reference for legal professionals, this

up-to-date, comprehensive 3-panel (6-page) guide provides the most commonly used legal

termsâ€•complete with fluff-free definitionsâ€•in an easy-to-read A-to-Z format. Including such

need-to-know terms as, affidavit, defendant ,estoppel, juvenile, quid pro quo, res ipsa loquitur,

zoning, and more, this guide proves beyond a reasonable doubt why QuickStudy is Americaâ€™s

#1 legal reference chart!
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We own a series of Quick Study guides. These guides are clearly not a substitute for 500-page

study books, but are generally very useful quick references. We routinely consult the Quick Study

guides when we need to write something with a legal slant, on a scientific topic, or merely a

flawlessly punctuated document. This is a generic review, as one could always argue what each

Quick Study guide should contain or shouldnâ€™t contain. As a general, basic reference, the sturdy

guides are excellent, well-organized, and concise.

I am not an attorney, but I find this quick study guide useful. For those of us that deal with forensics

and thus, by default, the law, it's almost a must have. Beats packing around Black's Law Dictionary,

unless you need something to stand on in order to reach the top shelf. I find it very handy to use

whenever I forget the meaning of some esoteric Latin legal phrase and do not wish (or simply



cannot access) a legal/Latin dictionary. True, there are various simplistic definitions included with

the tough ones, but they don't take up much room. You will like it if you wish to spare your memory

being all cluttered up with legalese, and instead making room for more important things - like the

English vocabulary.

and practice daily as well as learn other terms that I had not truly grasped before.I would

recommend to beginners and intermediate

great for students on the go that are taking a legal class and is helpful in other areas because it has

the terminology needed

I keep this in my book bag. The key terms are very useful within my legal classes. It's very handy to

turn to this nifty little chart for a definition of a term.

Thank you for product that will help me in my fall classes. I will check back for more as my studies

change.

Very Interesting Chart, lots of information packed into one form of illustration! I look forward to using

this in the next term of Paralegal studies.

Nice overview of legal terms for a newbie attorney or paralegal. Quick reference and concise

definitions and terminology.
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